Functional analysis of matriptase-2 mutations and domains: insights into the molecular basis of iron-refractory iron deficiency anemia.
Mutations in the TMPRSS6 gene are associated with severe iron-refractory iron deficiency anemia resulting from an overexpression of hepcidin, the key regulator of iron homeostasis. The matriptase (MT)-2 protein (encoded by the TMPRSS6 gene) regulates hepcidin expression by cleaving hemojuvelin [HJV/hemochromatosis type 2 (HFE2)], a bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) coreceptor in the hepcidin regulatory pathway. We investigated the functional consequences of five clinically associated TMPRSS6 variants and the role of MT-2 protein domains by generating epitope-tagged mutant and domain-swapped MT-2-MT-1 (encoded by the ST14 gene) chimeric constructs and expressing them in HepG2/C3A cells. We developed a novel cell culture immunofluorescence assay to assess the effect of MT-2 on cell surface HJV expression levels, compatible with HJV cleavage. The TMPRSS6 variants Y141C, I212T, G442R, and C510S were retained intracellularly and were unable to inhibit BMP6 induction of hepcidin. The R271Q variant, although it has been associated with iron-refractory iron deficiency anemia, appears to remain functional. Analysis of the chimeric constructs showed that replacement of sperm protein, enterokinase, and agrin (SEA), low-density-lipoprotein receptor class A (LDLRA), and protease (PROT) domains from MT-2 with those from MT-1 resulted in limited cell surface localization, while the complement C1r/C1s, Uegf, Bmp1 (CUB) domain chimera retained localization at the cell surface. The SEA domain chimera was able to reduce cell surface HJV expression, while the CUB, LDLRA, and PROT domain chimeras were not. These studies suggest that the SEA and LDLRA domains of MT-2 are important for trafficking to the cell surface and that the CUB, LDLRA, and PROT domains are required for cleavage of HJV.